North Central Texas IWT - Spring 2016
Agenda
February 24, 2016

8:00 - 8:30: Check in, material pick up, networking

8:30 - 8:40: Welcome to NCTCOG / Ground Rules

Updates from previous IWTs and previous projects

8:40 - 8:50: Severe Weather Messaging on Dynamic Messaging Signs
Natalie Bettger, NCTCOG / Mark Fox, NWS

December 26, 2015 Tornado Review - Before the Storm

8:50 - 9:30: Discussion about IWT roles and Messaging prior to Dec. 26th
Facilitated by Lee Arning, SMU

December 26, 2015 Tornado Review - During the Storm

9:30 - 10:00 CASA review / Updates, Ted Ryan, NWS
Survey results from registration
Features and challenges with CASA data on 12/26
Updates on future radars and projects

Break 10:00 -10:15

December 26, 2015 Tornado Review - After the Storm

10:15 - 11:30 Panel Discussion - Decisions and Reporting
Ashton Alteiri - WFAA-TV
Jennifer Dunn - NWS
Mark Fox - NWS
Matt Garrett - Lewisville ISD
Stephanie Parker - Ellis County
Rafael Reyes - State of Texas District Coordinator
Mollie Rivas - City of Garland
For the Next Time

11:30 - 11:55  Emergency Wording - Mark Fox, NWS
  Do operations change when emergency wording is used
  What does a Flash Flood / Tornado emergency mean?
  Tools which can be used for the next time - Bob Carle, NWS